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The battle of good vs evil is joined in this page-turning, suspenseful Christian fantasy on the
border between earth and spirit.Battling the hive—a network of humans and demons—nearly
killed them all. Now Richard and Mary take the Oneness on the offensive: picking out their
targets, the cell goes after the humans at the center of the hive one by one. Their weapons: truth,
the sword, and hope that even the most desperately lost can be brought home. Their battlefield:
the past, the sea, the city, and Tempter's Mountain—where secrets still wait to be uncovered.
The battle rages for the mind. The prize is the heart—and the universe itself. And no one has any
idea how deep the battle will take them ... ATTACK is the third book in The Oneness Cycle, an
urban fantasy series of spiritual warfare novels. If you love page-turning suspense, heart-
pounding plotting, and fiction that unveils truth, this series is for you. Warning: The Oneness
Cycle will make you think, challenge your perceptions of the world around you, and call you to
take your place in the battle of good vs evil. Not for the faint of heart! Download ATTACK and join
the fight!Life-Changing, Inspirational Christian Fiction: From the AuthorHey, my name is Rachel
Starr Thomson. I love Jesus and believe wholeheartedly in the power of fiction to change our
lives. While nonfiction may teach us something, fiction allows us to experience it. When we’re
experiencing truth, beauty, struggle, and triumph, we find our lives enriched and deepened by
what we read. That’s why I write. I want my readers to discover depths of truth about themselves,
about the world, and about God that stretch and inspire them. My stories are always clean, but I
don’t shy away from hard questions and honest characters. Whoever you are, I believe in you. I
believe your life has immeasurable worth. I believe you were personally handcrafted by a loving
Creator with a vision and purpose for your life. I believe your struggles, your dreams, and your
hurts matter. I believe you walk a path no one else does, one that is intended to benefit the world.
I hope you’ll enjoy what you read and come back for more. Most of all, I hope that through my
stories, you’ll forge a new depth of connection with the God who truly loves you.Genre-Bending
Christian Fiction: Biblical, Historical, Suspense, Fantasy, Paranormal, Visionary—Always Lyrical,
Always Christian, Always Changing the GameReaders would be forgiven for asking what genre
exactly Rachel Starr Thomson writes. Her work is described as spiritual, visionary, biblical,
fantasy—and literary, poetic, and anchored in the real world. Always a clean read, her books are
suitable for teens but have the depth, beauty, and characterization to keep adults riveted. They
include: The Seventh World Trilogy (Worlds Unseen, Burning Light, Coming Day): Classic
Christian fantasy in the style of C.S. Lewis. Great for teens & all readers of inspirational fiction.
The Prophet Trilogy (Abaddon’s Eve, Comes the Dragon, Beloved): Best described as biblical
historical fantasy. Set in a world based on ancient Israel, these books follow four believers in a
time when judgment is coming. The Oneness Cycle (Exile, Hive, Attack, Renegade, Rise):
Readers call them spiritual warfare fiction. They’re Christian urban fantasy, paranormal,
suspense novels—but they’re also real world in their impact. If you’ve ever wondered about your
place in the battle of good vs evil, this series is the place to start. Warning: These novels will



challenge your perception of the world. Not for the faint of heart! And standalone novels
including TAERITH, ANGEL IN THE WOODS, LADY MOON, & more …Continue the journey
today with ATTACK—buy now.
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WHITE LIGHT.Heat.A smell like earth, and like something burning.Richard opened his eyes and
stared at the ceiling. His room was quiet in the heat of the night. A ceiling fan, clacking slightly,
whirred overhead.He didn’t know what the images meant, or the smell. He’d been awakened by
them three times in one night.He got up and stretched, staring out his window down toward the
bay, sparkling in the lights of the marina. There was no moon tonight—the lights of the harbour
were all that illuminated the water. The town, stretching down the slope to the bay, was mostly
dark. A few lights here and there indicated that someone was up or someone was nervous,
leaving lights on to discourage unwanted visitors.The town did not often have reason to fear. But
since April had caused the death of an intruder in their own house, just under Richard’s
bedroom, and Chris and Tyler had come home injured, rumours had been spreading.And
something more than rumours—a feeling, an atmosphere that was instinctive,
spiritual.Defending themselves against the hive’s attacks had been nearly deadly.Tomorrow the
offensive began.Tomorrow they split up, but not in disunity. They had a plan to carry out.It was so
hot.The ongoing march of summer, worse inland than here in the village.Unexpectedly, Richard
found himself thinking of the hermit on Tempter’s Mountain. He had given his life for this war.
Lost it to one who should have been an ally, and closer than an ally. To one who was
Oneness.Richard’s own cell had been so fortunate thus far. They were all still alive. There was
no guarantee that fortune would continue.But one thing he knew: they could not allow the
wounds that David and others had pierced in the Oneness to fester. Whatever they had to do,
whatever it cost, they had to heal the breach.REESE AWOKE REELING still from what she
knew. She had seen the exile as about herself, always—the pain of it so overwhelming that there
was no option to see it as anything else.She had not seen it for an attempt to destroy the very
Oneness itself, an attempt to infiltrate and infect, to bring the darkness and the demonic into the
very fabric of that which held the world together.In all her years of chasing the hive, she had not
dreamt that the hive’s target was not just the people inhabiting the world but the Oneness itself.
That they weren’t just going after networks, but after The Network.She knew it now.She breathed
in the air slowly, inhaling bay salt, humidity, a cool breeze that wouldn’t last long in this summer



day. The breeze died away even as she began to appreciate it.The sun, having risen, was
already turning the day into an inferno. It fell through her window in beams that heated the bed
and weighted her down.She breathed in again, taking in the stiffness of the air, the calm before
the coming storm.Today everything would change, and this time, it would be the Oneness that
changed it. Not the hive. Not David. Not even the circumstantial workings of some invisible
plan.She would get up in a few minutes and walk into that work. For now, she lay here. The day
was intimidating.She soaked up the quiet.Despite the heat it was only, maybe, six in the
morning. The house was silent. Others were awake—she could sense it. Sense them worrying,
thinking, planning, praying, though no one had risen from bed. One or two dreamed. Tony, she
thought, and Angelica. Young and brash and willing just to charge into whatever came, hang the
consequences. She was grateful for them. Grateful they’d stuck with her, that they’d come along
after her to join this tiny cell and its wild, everything-changing plans.She smiled in the sun rays
and the salty air.A slight knock on the door. Someone was up after all. Strange that she hadn’t
sensed that.He pushed the door open, and it was Chris. Her heart beat wildly, and she sat up
and pushed hair out of her face and pulled her sheet up to her neck. He was not supposed to be
in her bedroom. Irregular enough that he was in the house, seeing that he was not Oneness and
had no business, strictly speaking, being so in the middle of everything.He flushed, but he didn’t
move from her doorway. She noticed that he wasn’t looking at her—being a gentleman, then,
even if he was standing in her room first thing in the morning.“I thought you’d be awake,” he
said.“Well, yeah.”“It makes sense that Richard’s splitting us up—I get it, even though I was mad
at him for it last night. We both need to go where we’re going. I just want you to know . . . well, be
careful, please.”Her voice was strangely strangled in her throat. Lately his nearness did this to
her. “I will.” She cleared her throat. “You do the same.”“I can take care of myself.”Yeah, he could—
he was a big strong man, young but full of good sense and good character, just like his father.
And his father had died, a long time ago, trying to protect people he loved in the attack that had
birthed all of this. The attack that had started fracturing the Oneness years ago, before anyone
was aware of it.Her eyes said some of what she was thinking, and he just grunted in
return.“Listen, do you . . . uh . . . want some breakfast or something? I can bring you . . .”She
almost swung her legs out of bed and then remembered she wasn’t entirely dressed. “We can
eat downstairs. Get out of here and I’ll get dressed and come join you.”He flashed her a grin and
disappeared, leaving the door slightly ajar so she could hear his retreat down the hall.She got
up, rolling into the thickness of hot air, and closed the door and pulled clothes on, difficult to do
over the cast on her ankle. She grabbed her crutches and blew out a sigh as she stared at the
door and the day on the other side of it.Oh, Chris, she thought, Come in. Come into the
Oneness. Come in where I can love you, and you can love me, and we don’t have to do this
anymore.But she wouldn’t say any of that.The others joined them one by one, trickling into the
kitchen over the course of an hour, putting on coffee when they finished the pot Chris made,
making tea, scrambling eggs and frying bacon. No one really talked. Mary and Richard came in
first, then April, then Shelley and Nick—together. Diane, who had probably been awake quite a



while but didn’t want to dive into the day before she’d had more time to think and process or just
avoid them all. Tyler and the twins last. Fully half of them looked like they had recently lost a fight.
Chris and Reese were the worst, with their casts—Reese a snapped ankle, Chris a broken arm.
The hive did not play nice.At least they were all still alive. That was a miracle in itself.They ate
without really talking and cleaned up just as quietly. Those who were Oneness—all but Chris
and Shelley and Nick—felt each other’s tension and simply shared it. The others watched them,
wide-eyed, knowing that a great deal was happening beneath the surface.They gathered in the
common room when they’d all finished eating. Nick sat himself between Richard and Mary and
looked up at them each in turn, his eyes wide and his expression solemn. He clutched his
sketchbook and pencils, but they were shut; he’d been working on something but not showing it
to anyone. April sat beside his mother.Everyone waited.“If anyone has more to say than we’ve
already said, now’s your time,” Richard said.“Go get them,” Nick said.“Be careful,” Shelley put
in.Richard smiled. “Thank you. Both. You can pray for us while we’re gone.”Shelley looked
skeptical. “We ain’t like you.”“But you can be,” Richard said. “The door is open. You only need to
step through it.”She didn’t respond. Richard looked over his people, his cell, his family, and felt a
swelling of pride and the edge of concern. They had already been through so much.But there
was no turning back now. Not now that they understood what was happening. Not now that the
attacks had coalesced into a coherent picture, one that called upon them to stand up and fight
back.They said their good-byes and split into teams, going their separate ways.They did not
know when they would come back together. Or if they would ever come back together.The attack
had begun. They went out to seek their targets and bring them home.Reese and Tyler after
Jacob, the community leader who had opened his trusting people up to the demonic and had in
some way killed a man.Richard, with the twins, after the children who had been set free from
possession, so that he could talk to them and try to find out something about the rest of the hive:
how many more there were, how many might be Oneness, how many they needed to name,
recognize, and rescue.Mary, April, and Diane after the most volatile of all, with Chris helping
them.They were going after David.The source of it all.The place where the wound had
opened.The first exile.IT WAS DAVID THAT REESE thought of the entirety of the drive to the
correctional facility where Jacob was being held in custody along with his wife, kept for
questioning and until charges could be made. David she puzzled over, David she ached
over.David had been the head of the Lincoln cell as long as she had been there. She had known
him as a leader, a father—a head. The Oneness were all connected, all becoming part of each
other more tangibly the longer they lived together, and somehow, for years, he had kept it up.
Kept up the connection while hiding his hatred and anger and bitterness, hiding the scheming
and the demonic contacts, hiding the truth. And for all those years they had loved him and cared
about him as their own souls. That he was an enemy worse than any demon or outsider was still,
even after all she had seen and heard and been attacked by, almost unbelievable.It seemed like
a bad dream, one conjured by too many nights of poor sleep and bad food, that you could only
wake up from and shake your head at and be glad it could never, ever be true.She wanted to



confront him herself. She wanted to be part of the team that was going after him, and perhaps to
find the part of herself that was still missing and become fully Oneness again in the process.That
desire was why Richard hadn’t let her go after David. Why he had said she should focus
elsewhere, and she knew he was right. It was too personal, for her. She would lose her head.
She would make decisions based on her own needs and not on the needs of others. She would
be a liability.Part of her still hated David for that. She had been guilty of nothing he accused her
of. The exile had been a sham, a facade, an illusion cast by his own alienation and pinned over
her. And yet it had changed her. She was less than she had been; she was unreliable where
once she could have been trusted to the grave. And it wasn’t her fault.She sighed heavily and
leaned her forehead against the window, hoping the glass would be cool as they drove over
blazing asphalt on their way to the city.The glass wasn’t cool. Pressing her head against it only
made her feel more closed in.Mirages rose from the road ahead of them. Diane’s air conditioning
worked only intermittently. They were using her station wagon. Tyler kept casting furtive glances
at her from behind the wheel.“Are you okay?” he asked.“Yes.”She knew he knew she was
lying.“You know,” he said, “I wondered why this whole story felt so much bigger than us. Like why,
in the beginning, I kept seeing your old friend—Patrick—and April saw one of the cloud, too.
They don’t usually come, do they?”The cloud were those members of the Oneness who had
died. Their connection was never lost, so they remained part of the family, part of the organism
that now crossed heaven and earth. But no, it was not common for them to appear or participate
in any way the others could see.“No,” was all she said.“But it makes sense now. Now that we can
see David is targeting the whole Oneness—all of us, all over the world. Maybe he could even get
to the cloud. Imagine what that would do to the world.”Tyler was new to the Oneness, and things
that were understood by the others still amazed and impressed him. But Reese had to admit she
hadn’t thought of that one.Could David’s hive really reach into the cloud? Start turning even the
departed against those on earth? Could the infection spread that badly, that virulently?She
suspected it could.“This Jacob,” Tyler said, continuing to talk as he barrelled down the highway,
“he really confused me for a while. He’s got so much personality and power, like Richard. And his
community—they are really . . . special. Just innocent and wanting to make a good life for
themselves, you know? Wanting to do what’s right.”“Lots of people have good intentions,” Reese
said. “But foundations matter a whole lot. If you get those wrong, you can’t build anything good
on it. Jacob should have been building on the love and unity of the Oneness, and he chose to
build on fear and control instead. Nothing really healthy can come from that.”“Do you think
there’s a way back for them? His community, I mean?”“Yes,” Reese said after a moment. “If
they’re looking for Oneness, they’ll find it. Especially now that the truth is coming out. They
should be able to get free of him.”Unless the truth just destroys them, she thought, thinking of the
girl Miranda and her mother, and the young men who had already been sucked into demonic
practices—if Miranda’s version of events could be trusted. Could they really come out of all this
unscathed?No, she decided. Not unscathed. Never that.But healed. Eventually, somehow, they
could find healing and reality where they’d been bound by hurt and illusion.“I didn’t tell anyone,



but I think maybe I saw angels when I was at the house,” Tyler said. “They were sitting in my
hospital room talking about the community and how they looked like Oneness, but they actually
weren’t. And they said some things about love and what makes humans different.”Reese looked
askance at him. For someone who had hardly been Oneness for any percentage of his life, Tyler
had already wracked up far more unusual experiences than was normal even for one of a long-
standing cell. “Angels? Are you sure you weren’t just on drugs? Angels are not common things to
see.”“Neither is the cloud, and I’ve talked with one of them quite a bit.”“True.” She smiled. “Tyler,
do me a favour. Stay safe through all of this. They gave us the easy job—the protected one, with
prison walls on all sides—so we wouldn’t get hurt. So just abide by that, okay?”He chuckled, but
she sensed something behind the laugh—memories, fear. “No worries. I’m not the one who
rushes off into trouble. That’s you. Or Chris.”“But trouble seems to have a knack for finding you,”
Reese replied. She waited for him to say what was bothering him so deeply. He didn’t.Not that
she couldn’t guess. He had been there when the young man, the European one they called the
Wizard, whose real name was Clint Wagner and whose background check had turned up a
frightening record—had ripped two policemen apart with his own hands. He had seen it, or at
least heard it. That he wasn’t a basket case was a miracle. And he had nearly been burned alive
in the hive’s attempt to turn Diane.And to turn her. Reese.“Are you okay, Tyler?” Reese asked
quietly.He didn’t answer her right away. Outside, the world was blurry in the heat. He was
sweating under the effects of the inefficient air conditioner.“I tapped into something back there,”
Tyler said, “when the hive still had us. The strength of the Oneness. I walked under that strength
when I should have been paralyzed—literally got up and moved legs that should not have
moved, all through the energy of people other than me. I think, right now, the Oneness is still
holding me up. If I try to go under them to myself, I’m still . . . not in a good place. But I’m not
alone. That’s keeping me together.”“That’s more self-insight than most people have,” Reese
commented. “Even Oneness.”“So how about you?” The direct question caught her off guard.
“You are still dealing with a lot. I know that. You lost the Oneness—lost what’s keeping me
together. Do you feel like you’ve come back?”“No,” she admitted, unable to be dishonest in the
face of his honesty. “Not really.”He nodded. “I’m sorry.”“It’s not your fault. I just need . . . time.”“Do
you wish you were going after David instead of the others?”That question rattled her too. Yes,
she did. David was the front line. David was the prize. He was the one who mattered most, and
Reese had never liked being away from the front, away from the charge. She knew that Jacob
was also important, that they had to go after the hive in any incarnation where they could find it,
but she also knew she was being sent to him because it wasn’t personal, and she wouldn’t be
safe if she went after David. Even though Mary had her own history with him, she had been
judged safe, and worthy, and able to do this, and Reese had not.That stung.At the same time, it
was a tremendous relief.Because she knew they were right.“It’s best that I go where I’m going,”
Reese said. “Richard is right about this. I don’t like it. It’s hard. But he’s right.”Tyler tried a smile,
but it came to more of a grimace. “I’m sorry,” he said again.They drove on, and then he
laughed.“So we’re on the attack, and we’re starting by going to a jail and trying to talk to



someone. Just talk. And hope he listens and cares enough to turn around. What in the world kind
of war do you fight like that?”Reese smiled grimly. “The only kind there really is.”She settled back
into her seat. “But you’re wrong about one detail. We’re not just going to talk.”He looked startled.
“What? What else would we do?”“We’re going to break him out.”“We what?” There was a squeak
in his voice. She heard it in his spirit, too—a racing to try to keep up with her.“I know Richard
wants us to stay safe, but Jacob is not going to come back to us while he’s sitting in prison,”
Reese said. “He needs to come out and be with us. Alongside us. Where we can reach him. So
we’ll most likely have to get him out. Besides, the prison doesn’t know what they’re dealing with.
It wouldn’t be safe for him to stay there.”“Because he’s dangerous?”“Because right now, he’s
spreading a hive. And prisons are already swarming with demonic activity. If he gets in there and
gets that bunch organized, things may get very, very bad.”“Oh. Wait, we’re not going to go fight
some kind of huge battle all by ourselves, are we? Why didn’t the twins come with us if things
are so bad in prisons?”“We might be. We’ll win. Keep your eyes on the road.” He was starting to
swerve, clearly hugely distracted by the sudden change in how he was envisioning this battle
playing out. “Trust me, Tyler, we’ll be all right.”She tried to sound confident. A prison full of
demons, she could handle.Jacob, she wasn’t sure.Chapter 2RICHARD ARRIVED AT the
children’s home in Brass and greeted Dr. Smith, who was waiting for him by the front door and
had it opened before Richard even got a chance to ring the bell. He’d come in a rental car,
having loaned his to the group going after David.“Welcome,” Dr. Smith said. His eyes shifted
from Richard to the twins. “Is this all of you?”“Everyone is deployed,” Richard said. “We already
know our main target. They’ve gone after him.”Dr. Smith nodded and ran a hand over his bald
head. “Thank you,” he said, abruptly. “Thanks to all of you for how much you’ve already
sacrificed. I don’t fully understand what you’re doing, but . . . well, I have two children in this
house who I think owe you their lives.”“That’s more true than you know,” Richard agreed. “May we
see them?”“Of course. Come in. My wife will make you coffee.”“No need. I just want to see the
children.”The doctor nodded and squared his shoulders. “Well, come with me. They’re in the
office. Are all three of you coming?”“I thought that might be overwhelming. The twins can stay
out here. Perhaps talk to Alex.”“That’s what I thought too.” The doctor looked relieved. “Forgive
me if I seem overanxious. These kids . . . they’re in a bad way. Nightmares and frozen up, just not
wanting to talk at all. I’ve never seen so much fear in any child’s eyes. And I’ve seen a lot—a
whole lot.” He paused. “But they want you. They’ve asked for you. What did you do for them?”“I
loved them,” Richard said. He smiled sadly. “Just held their hands and did my best to father them.
Like you do. And it got through enough that they wanted to break free. But I know they’ve been
badly traumatized by everything.” He paused. “You said Alex is here too?”“Under house arrest,
yes. We promised the police we could keep him contained.”Richard looked concerned. “That
might not be true. He’s still got . . . company.”“The company is behaving, so far. I figured you
would want to talk to him, and you could do it more easily here than if he was at a facility. We just
want to be of service.”Richard stopped just before Dr. Smith opened his office door. “Before you
leave me with the children—I just want to say thank you, sir. You’ve been more help than you



know.”Dr. Smith nodded and smiled. Then he opened the door.The children were waiting, sitting
side by side in chairs with their hands clasped. A boy and a girl, brother and sister, just a year or
so apart in age. The boy was older, maybe twelve; the girl eleven.When they saw Richard, both
their faces flooded with relief, then flashed fear.“It’s all right,” Richard said in a low voice, and
moved more than he had expected to be, he opened his arms and embraced both children like a
father.They were supposed to be his undoing. In the attack, David had appointed them,
possessed as they both had been, to hang onto Richard’s hands. He knew Richard wouldn’t hurt
them—and their demons would afflict them as soon as he tried to do anything against David’s
plans.It had worked. For a little while.But children were still children, and these were frightened,
lost, needy children who were desperate to become part of a different story than the one they
found themselves in. So Richard had held their hands as tightly as he could without hurting them
and had willed them to know that they could be loved, and protected; he had reached out with
everything in him, spirit to spirit, calling to them with Oneness and with Spirit and with
fatherhood.They’d heard.It had worked.They had cried out for deliverance, and Mary had driven
the demons away.But they were even more lost now. Tormented by memories and fears, with
minds like empty rooms where other powers had occupied, desperately needing to be filled.He
was here to learn from them. To ask them about what they had seen and heard so he could find
out if there were others like Jacob and David: members of the Oneness who had turned against
the body, who were working with demons to build the strength and numbers of the hive, who
were trying to destroy themselves by destroying the Oneness.But he wouldn’t ask them
questions yet.He held them close, pressing them both to his chest, and found himself
weeping.They clung.HIS NAME WAS JORDAN; hers was Alicia. They were twelve and eleven.
They had parents, to Richard’s surprise. The children had no idea where those parents were.
They’d been raised by a grandfather who liked to dabble in the occult. They could not say exactly
how or when their own doors had been opened to the demons. Only that it was fun, for a little
while, and then terrifying and awful, and they had wanted nothing but to get away.Richard
listened to their story—mostly Jordan talked—and wished the last part was true. But he knew it
was not. Those who got a taste for demonic power rarely wanted nothing but to get away: they
were afraid, yes, but also addicted and drawn.His love had broken through to them. He hoped it
could stay that way. That they would not be drawn back.The one way to ensure that was to
become Oneness. But they would have to enter—to Join—of their own accord. In the same way
they had opened themselves to the demonic, they would have to open themselves to the Spirit.
He could do absolutely nothing to make that happen. It was nothing any human being, no matter
how spiritual, could control. He could only love them. Draw them, by the power of love.So he told
them about the Oneness. He told them there was a family, a body, connected as a single living,
breathing organism across life and death, times and dimensions, millions of threads holding the
entire universe together in the power of one unifying Spirit.To be One, unlike being possessed,
was not to possess great power or independence. It was to be a servant, responsible to
everyone. But it was also to be embraced in a hold deeper, higher, greater than fatherhood, or



romance, or family.They were twelve and eleven. He didn’t know how much of what he said
connected, how much of it even made sense to them.He marvelled, even as he spoke, at how
these things had shaped him. He did not often think about that. The Oneness was his normal. It
had been for decades. He could hardly conceive of life anymore without it. But as he spoke, he
remembered himself before the connection, the Joining. He remembered how the Oneness had
changed his life.It was no wonder the rebels could do so much damage. The Oneness was not a
small thing. It was everything. They were trying to destroy everything.When he finished telling
them all these things, he hugged them again and said, “You’re safe now, here.”Alicia nodded, her
small head rubbing against his shoulder. Jordan didn’t respond.Then he sat back and looked at
them both again. “I need your help,” he said. “The Oneness needs your help. Will you give
it?”“What can we do?” Jordan asked, suspicious.“You can just tell me what you know,” Richard
answered. “Anything you learned while you were part of the hive—about what David was trying
to do.”“David hates you,” Jordan announced. Then immediately looked fearful of his own
brashness.“I’m sure he does. But who else does he hate? Who else was he going after? Who
else was he working with? That’s what I need to know.”The children exchanged a look, and
Richard sighed. “We’re going to do our best to keep you safe,” he said. “You don’t have to be
afraid to tell me.”“We’re not afraid,” Jordan said, but his eyes told a different story.Alicia didn’t
bother to confirm or deny anything. She just sat silently and trembled.Richard waited, but neither
child spoke.He wondered if they didn’t, after all, know anything. Or if they just weren’t willing to
tell.“Did you know Jacob?” he asked.Jordan hesitated. “Clint did.”“Yes,” Richard said. “Clint went
out to see him.”“Clint went to spread the hive on Jacob’s farm,” Alicia said. “Usually he came
back and just laughed and laughed. He said they were stupid and just walked right into it.”“Was
there anyone else like Jacob who Clint went to see?”They were silent. Stone faces.He chose his
words carefully. “Did they threaten you if you tell?”Both children returned stares. They weren’t
blank—but he couldn’t read them.Richard picked up the narrative again. If he could just tell the
story, maybe they would chime in—correct him, confirm something. “Clint is possessed, and he
went out to the farm to get others to open up to the demons too. And they did. Jacob helped him.
And Clint had other places he would go to do the same thing. People listen to him because he’s
powerful, and they want that power.”Still stone faced.“There are others like Jacob and David—
men or women who are Oneness but are angry or hurt or just want to control, and they invite
Clint in. And he would go to them like he went to the farm . . .”“No,” Alicia said.Jordan shot her a
dirty look.But the expression in his eyes was becoming clearer—clear enough that Richard
could read it.It wasn’t fear.It was guilt.“Not Clint,” Richard said quietly. “You would go to them.”“To
her,” Alicia said.“To her. Who is she? Where is she?”They didn’t answer his questions. “David
told us we were like the Oneness too, but better,” Alicia said. “He said we were helping to set
people free from it. He said that’s what the demons were doing.”“You knew he was wrong, didn’t
you,” Richard said.“The demons don’t help anyone with anything,” Jordan said. “All they do is
wreck stuff.”But there was a note of triumph, of power, in the way he said that. Richard heard it
and shuddered deep inside.He hoped, desperately hoped, this boy would come into the



Oneness. Otherwise, it was only a matter of time before he let the demons back in.Human
beings were not meant to exist on their own. They were meant for spiritual connection, to be part
of a fabric. Once they had connected, either to the Spirit or to the demonic, they could not go
back into isolated independence forever.“You’re right,” Richard said. “Demons can’t help anyone.
And they can’t make people like the Oneness. All they can do is control and try to force everyone
to be the same. That’s not Oneness.”They were retreating back into their shells.“So,” Richard
said, clasping his hands, “tell me about her. Please.”LIEUTENANT MITCHELL Jackson met
Reese and Tyler at the prison. To their relief, he told them that he’d been able to keep Jacob
separated from anyone else.“Was there some kind of trouble?” Tyler asked.“No,” Lieutenant
Jackson said. “But I don’t want him in with anyone else. The man is more kinds of trouble than I
can think about. He makes me want to listen to every word he says. Last thing I want to do is
throw him in with a bunch of criminals.”“You’re wise,” Reese said.“How does a man come by that
much influence?” Jackson asked. “His sneezes have more authority than my orders.”“It’s a gift,”
Reese said. “One he’s misusing.”“Pardon me, but he’s one of you, isn’t he?”The question hung in
the air for a minute. They hadn’t told him about themselves—who and what they were.“I know
you’re not just . . . normal,” Jackson continued. “I’ve seen a few things in my life. Learned there
are powers out there that aren’t just human. Including you. You’re not the first ones I’ve run
into.”Reese nodded. “You’re right.”“And he is one of you?”“He is,” Reese said.“I’ve never seen
one of you go bad.”“We hadn’t either. It’s not normal.”“So you’re here to what? Get him back?
Discipline him? Hold an execution?”
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Leah E Good, “Peretti + Black + Batson = The Oneness Cycle. QUOTE: "Lots of people have
good intentions," Reese said. "But foundations matter a whole lot. If you get those wrong, you
can't build anything good on it."If the foundations be destroyed, what can the righteous do? --
Psalm 11:3For a tiny, coastal Oneness cell, the foundations of their lives have been shaken--in
some cases near to the point of shattering. The Oneness embrace their watchword, "never
alone." They embrace the knowledge that they are entrusted with the world. It is their task to
love, protect, and serve. But some of their members have done the unthinkable and turned
against them. The powers of darkness are on the offensive, attacking the Oneness and trying to
perpetuate evil through the people who stand for goodness. Evil is succeeding. Even the
strongest, most spirit-filled members of the Oneness are faced with questions that needle them
with doubt.In my review of Hive, I said one of my favorite aspects of it was the vulnerability of the
characters. Thomson capitalized on that and took it even deeper in this book! The Oneness are
not getting off without some serious soul searching, and the outcome of their questioning is by
no means certain. While the specific situations the characters find themselves in are not part of
our everyday lives, they are extremely easy to understand and sympathize with. In this fallen
world, doubt is rampant. Yea, hath God said? Since the beginning of time, Satan has caused
mankind to doubt the words and message of God and believers are not immune to his
undermining questions. And yet, for all the struggle, there is still strength in the pursuit and
grasping of truth! The Oneness members in this book fight with their very lives to grasp truth and
anchor themselves to it.Whenever I review books in this series (and even the other books by
Rachel Starr Thomson), I feel obliged to state that they aren't for everyone. The Oneness Cycle
is speculative fiction to the core--a blend of spiritual warfare fiction and fantasy. Imagine
combining the stories of Frank Peretti, Chuck Black, and Wayne Thomas Batson. That said,
these are definitely books for me! The Oneness Cycle books have progressively gotten better for
me. This book was the type that looked me in the eyes and demanded to be read in 24 hours or
less (it ended up taking me 26 because of work).It's hard to summarize the essence of Attack,
so if you're up for reading the style-soup described about, you'd better just dive in and
experience it for yourself!QUOTE: "Well then," David said, smirking, "come inside and love me
where it's real. You know you can. You know you must. Do it."”

Vickie A., “Page Turner. I once heard that you know you are reading a good book when you think
about it during the day. This story parallels what the Bible calls spiritual warfare. I see the story in
everyday life. We really are in a war and as Christians we are not alone. Just as the characters in
the books have personal battles to overcome, we do too. And as they discover there is strength
in numbers we see our own lives are stronger when we stand together with other believers.
Great job Rachel of drawing us into the story. You are a gifted writer!”



joan, “Delightful Diversions with a point. I love this series, can't wait for the last one. The only
thing that troubles me is it alludes to Christianity but without direct reference to how you enter
into true Oneness with God and community. But I wrote to the author and she replied that it is
mean to be a parable and hence does not mention Jesus and God directly. She also pointed out
that neither do many of Jesus' own.I am enjoying them as a diversion and a respite from things
going on in life.”

Jodi, “Attack. This series just keeps getting better. I cried so much in this one! The characters are
beginning to feel like I have known them my whole life. Great action, demons versus the
Oneness (those being led by the spirit). Written by a Christian author, who understands human
nature. I am loving these YA books. I give Attack five stars and on to the next. I can recommend
for ages 16 and up.”

Granny, “Love holds it all together. I love the depth of the characters and the way the author
weaves the overall message of Love conquering all through the stories ebbs and flows and how
she expressed emotions that each character was feeling. I would recommend for anyone 14 or
older who loves to read and follow a storyline. I especially like the way she describes the gifts of
the Spirit.”

Sharon Crowley, “E xcellent. I love Rachel's writting. It reminds me of Charles Dickens. Lots of
well developed characters introduced at the beginning which are only slowly revealed in the
story of how they are connected. I also love her obvious Christian principles.”

kookygramma, “This book is excellent and I like how well she starts the next .... This book is
excellent and I like how well she starts the next book where the other leaves off. I think my only
criticism is that being a Christian author and book I wIsh she would make mention of Jesus and
His sacrifice.”

Pat, “Continously good. The Oneness Cycle expresses eternal truth in a thrilling fictional world.
Rachel Thomson weaves believable characters in a storyline that invites the reader to not only
enjoy a good story but think about  God and spiritual warfare.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good. Good read”

Godspeed50, “It's been a long time since a book kept me up all night But this ones worse as you
have a series so it may cause .... Caution :What ever you do don't read this book series !!Can
cause sleepless nights!!It's been a long time since a book kept me up all nightBut this ones
worse as you have a series so it may cause countless nights of no sleep, very very captivating
and leaves you feeling way to good !!Also leads to other books and series that are delicious!!
Thank you Rachel Starr Thomson for the freebie and you have a incredible gift !!KEEP THEM



COMING !!”

Norman Crowell, “This was a great read. It was great to catch a glymse .... This was a great read.
It was great to catch a glymse of a world that can appear so ordinary and see what may actually
be happening. The book also challenges us as readers and believers to look and see if we are
living far below our potential that is there for us. Just look at the prayer in John 17 and the call for
us into "Oneness". Rachel does a great job in unlocking our minds to potential possibilities.”

The book by Rachel Starr Thomson has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 55 people have provided
feedback.
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